DOMUSTONE® SHOWER FLOORS

DOMUS LIVING - OVERVIEW
OUR MATERIAL:
ITALIAN-MADE
DOMUSTONE

WHAT’S
DOMUSTONE?
Our shower floors are made of Domustone®,
a technologically advanced and unique
composite material formed by a high percentage of natural mineral stone charges and a
low percentage of polyester and acrylic
polymers of high purity.
It feels solid at touch. It is an inert, hypoallergenic, hygienic, UV resistant, heavy duty and
non-toxic material. It grants excellent
performances against scratches, abrasions,
stains and allow for an easy cleaning with the
most common detergents.
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DOMUS LIVING SHOWER FLOORS

DOMUSTONE® PIETRA - STONE FINISH

DOMUSTONE® CEMENTO - CONCRETE FINISH

Cemento Grigio shower floor.

CEMENTO SHOWER FLOOR - 40MM THICKNESS

PIETRA SHOWER FLOOR - 30MM THICKNESS
Pietra, in italian, means “stone” and it is the perfect finish
for both classic and modern style bathroom environments:
the stone-textured surface creates an architectural feature
keeping a pleasant tactile sensation.

Cemento, in italian, means “concrete” and this shower floor
has a troweled concrete look that gives a lot of character to
the shower area.

The pattern replicates a stone slab without the
wear and tear of the natural stone: the surface
is not porous, extremely smooth (but anti-slip)
and easy to clean.

The waste cover is made in the same material and it has
the same finish as the shower floor.

The stainless steel waste cover is the same color as the
shower floor (ex. black shower floor, black waste cover).

COLOURS

SIZES
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Ideal solution for a loft or industrial-type open
spaces, where you can express yourself and
your most radical choices.
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DOMUSTONE® PIETRA

Why to use it
•

30 mm thickness

•

Reasonably light

•

Anti-slip surface: barefoot
inclining platform test result
A + B + C (top class)

•

Adapt to residential and
commercial projects

•

Sizes from 700x900 to
1000x2000
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Architectural surface: feature element alternative to tiles
Domus shower floor was designed as an alternative to tiles. Available in 2 textures, 4 matte neutral colors each
texture, an element that is easy to match or to contrast: in both cases you are adding a distinctive element to your
bathroom.
Thanks to the minimal thickness, the step-less installation is easy to achieve.
In case of a semi-inset installation, the “step” between floor tiles and the upper surface of the Domus shower floor
is 20mm for the Pietra model, or 30mm for the Cemento model: in the same situation, a tiled shower normally has
50-75mm of tile lip!

A+B+C
barefoot inclining
platform test result

STEP-LESS INSTALLATION: no step, seamless integration.

ARCHITECTURAL
SURFACE

SEMI-INSET INSTALLATION:

20mm step with a Domustone Pietra shower floor
30mm step with a Domustone Cemento shower floor

DOMUSTONE® CEMENTO
•

40 mm thickness

•

Waste cover made by
Domsutone

•

Anti-slip surface

•

Sizes from 700x900 to
1800x900
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Domustone shower floors: your insurance against problems of waterproofing and grout.
Potential waterproofing issues on the long
term:
90% of shower leaks occur from a waterproofing
membrane failure.
In a tiled shower the grout is not waterproof:
there is a constant level of moisture settling
under the floor tiles, the waterproof membrane
has the task of keeping moisture away from the
bathroom sub-floors.
If that waterproof membrane fails, you could run
into several problems that can compromise the
structure of your home.
Grout maintenance:
No more discoloration, mold formation and
cracking of the grout.

WATERPROOF
SURFACE

GROUT-FREE
SHOWER

Water stagnation:
No water stagnation on grout joint or on tiles,
Domus shower floors have an in-built gradient
designed to drain water over the entire shower
floor area.

EFFICIENT
DRAINAGE
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Why to use it

STANDARD Installation

Features of the Domustone shower floors
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Installation on a floor without creating a recess: same procedure for a timber or concrete substrate

Waterproof membrane

In-built gradient: optimal drainage
The Domus shower floor has been engineered to achieve
an excellent drainage. An in-built gradient avoid any water
stagnation and guarantee an optimal drainage even in case
of a double shower.
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STEP 0: flat floor, walls completely sheeted, plumbing device
in place (puddle flange or smart pan).

STEP 1: floor and walls completely waterproofed as AS
AU3740

Anti-slip surface
The Domus shower floor has been engineered to achieve
excellent anti-slip properties. Especially the Pietra range
achieves the maximum result on wet barefoot inclining
platform slip test: result is A+B+C.
Plumbing waste
Polyurethane sealant
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Cement based tile glue

Easy to clean / chemical resistant surface
The Domus shower floor surface is not porous: any type of
stain, such as soap scums or dirt stains that normally occur
on the surface are easily removed using a damp cloth or a
non-abrasive sponge and a normal bathroom detergent.

STEP 2: spread flexible cement based tile glue, install the
plumbing waste on the Shower Floor, glue the Shower Floor
in place.

STEP 3: seal edges of the Shower Floor to the waterproof
membrane with a water resistant polyurethane sealant.
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Shower floor cover

Silicone

Made to last
The Domus shower floor is engineered and made in Italy
with high construction and quality standards.
The Domustone material (made by stone and resins) has
been engineered to be used as shower floor: it is scratch-resistant, UV-resistant, hypoallergenic and non-toxic (NO silica
or any toxic material in the Domustone composition).
STEP 4: cover the Shower Floor before tiling.
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STEP 5: apply silicone sealant on the joint between the
Shower Floor and surrounding tiles.
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STEP-LESS Installation - recommended for bathroom without floor waste in dry area

STEP-LESS Installation - recommended for bathroom without floor waste in dry area

Step-less installation on timber floor.

Same procedure if installed step-less on concrete floor: it is necessary to create a recess to accommodate the shower floor.

Waterproof membrane

Polyurethane sealant

STEP 6: seal the edges of the Shower Floor to the waterproof membrane with a water resistant polyurethane
sealant

Shower floor cover

STEP 7: cover the Shower Floor before tiling.

STEP 1: to drop the floor down. Cut an area slightly bigger (about 10mm length and width) of the Domus shower floor being installed (ex. for
a 900x1600mm shower floor cut an area of 910x1610mm). Save the cut timber flooring (to be used in step 3).

The height between the
top of the attached timber
beam and the top of the
floor joist have to be the
same of the flooring board
(normally 20mm)

STEP 2: secure timber beams to the floor joist in order to
create supports for timber floor boards to to be placed
between the floor joists.

Silicone

STEP 3: fill the space between floor joists with timber floor
boards to create a flat surface lower than the rest of the
bathroom floor: this will create a solid support for the
cement sheeting (see next step).

STEP 8: after tiling, apply silicone sealant on the joint between the Shower Floor and surrounding tiles.

Plumbing waste
100mm puddle flange

Cement sheet

Silicone

Cement based tile glue

STEP 4: cover the shower floor area above joist with cement
sheets and set a plumbing device (such 100mm puddle
flange) prior waterproofing.
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STEP 5: waterproofing according AS AU3740, then spread
tile glue as bed for the Domus shower floor. Shower floor
should be installed with at least 3mm gap from surrounding
elements.
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STEP-LESS Installation - recommended for bathroom with floor waste in dry area (typical of NSW - QLD)

STEP-LESS Installation - recommended for bathroom with floor waste in dry area (typical of NSW - QLD)

Step-less installation on timber floor bathroom with floor waste

Silicone

100mm puddle flange

STEP 1: when walls are sheeted and structural floorboards installed, mark a slightly larger area than the Domus shower floor being installed
(ex. for a 900x1600mm shower floor mark an area of 910x1610mm, so 10mm more length and width) and set the plumbing device (100mm
puddle flange or smartpan).

STEP 2: waterproof the bathroom floor / walls as AS
AU3740 and install a PVC angle to separate the bathroom
area to be screeded from the Domus shower floor area
(area not scredeed).

STEP 6: cover the Shower Floor before tiling.

STEP 7: after tiling, apply silicone sealant on the joint between the Shower Floor and surrounding tiles.

STEP 3: screed and waterproof the bathroom area (not the
shower floor area).

Polyurethane sealant

STEP 4: Install the plumbing waste supplied with the Domus
shower floor,apply a layer of cementitious and flexible tile
glue and lay the Domus shower floor.
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STEP 5: seal the edges of the Shower Floor to the waterproof membrane with a water resistant polyurethane
sealant.
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Benefit of Domus Shower Floors VS Tiles - for a Builder
Domus Shower Floor
Domus Shower Floor

Tiles

USABILITY DIFFERENCES

SAVE TIME USING DOMUS SHOWER FLOORS

TIME

INSTALLING DOMUS FLOOR:

TILIING A SHOWER AREA:

First week
Day 1 - first coat of waterproof
Day 2 - shower floor installation
Day 3 - tiling

First week
Day 1 - first coat of waterproof
Day 2 - screeding
Day 3 - screeding is drying
Day 4 - screeding is drying
Day 5 - if screeding is dry, second coat of waterproof

TOTAL TIME: 2 DAYS BEFORE TILING

Tiles

Second week
Day 6 - tiling

USABILITY

DOMUS FLOOR

TILED SHOWER FLOOR

MAINTENANCE: weekly cleaning with common
mild detergents.

MAINTENANCE: weekly cleaning with common
mild detergents.

SHOWER ACCESSIBILITY: o step in case of stepless installation. Step of 20mm to 30mm in
case of a semi-inset installation.

SHOWER ACCESSIBILITY: 50-75mm tile lip step.
SAFETY: variation of the anti-slip properties,
depending on the tiles (R9 or R10).

SAFETY: Domustone Pietra achieve the maximum result on barefoot test (barefoot test is
part of AS 4586 Appendix C).

TOTAL TIME: 5 DAYS BEFORE TILING

Warranty
COST SAVING USING DOMUS SHOWER FLOORS

COSTS

INSTALLING DOMUS FLOOR:

TILING A SHOWER AREA:

First week
Day 1 - first coat of waterproof
Day 2 - shower floor installation
Day 3 - tiling

First week
Day 1 - first coat of waterproof
Day 2 - screeding
Day 3 - screeding is drying
Day 4 - screeding is drying
Day 5 - if screeding is dry, second coat of waterproof

COST SAVED:
- screeding + labor
- second coat of waterproof + labor
- shower tiles + tiler labor

DOMUS LIVING SHOWER FLOORS CARRY A 7 YEAR WARRANTY.
DOMUS LIVING WARRANTY SERVICE:
Domus Living has a nation-wide warranty support.

Second week
Day 6 - tiling (shower)

NO LONG TERM ISSUES USING DOMUS SHOWER FLOORS

LONG
TERM
BENEFITS

INSTALLING DOMUS FLOOR:

TILING A SHOWER AREA:

If installed correctly there are NO short
term or long term iussues.

SHORT TERM POTENTIAL ISSUES
Grout discolouring
Grout cracking
Water pooling
LONG TERM POTENTIAL ISSUES
Waterproofing failure
Shower grate finish peeling off
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CONTACT US:
www.domusliving.com.au
Enquires and purchase orders: sales@domusliving.com.au
Office: 03 7035 0244

